WELLFLEET OYSTERFEST 2020
VIRTUAL ALL STAR SHUCK-OFF
THE SHUCK MUST GO ON

PARTNER DETAILS

HELLO! Here’s a little background:
As you know, the famous Wellfleet OysterFest is a beloved fixture in the Cape Cod community. In 2019
the event attracted 23,000 people from the Cape and far beyond. Due to the pandemic, the live festival as
its known and loved cannot proceed.
Produced by non-profit organization Wellfleet Shellfish Promotion and Tasting (S.P.A.T.), this year
marks the ‘Fest’s 20th anniversary! In order to celebrate this significant milestone, remain in public
awareness and promote Wellfleet’s important industry, the S.P.A.T. Board has decided to hold an
alternative event to the live experience because The Shuck Must Go On!
The 20th annual Wellfleet OysterFest All Star Shuck Off will feature Shuck Off champions from the
last 19 years. We will stream a best of the best competition on YouTube along with a series of virtual
Learning to Shuck Workshops and an online auction showcasing the best that the Wellfleet and the
OysterFest has to offer. We will also encourage viewers to enjoy Wellfleet Oysters from home while
viewing the production to create a nationwide Wellfleet OysterFest!

Raising Awareness is Crucial This Year
●
●
●

●

●
●

Wellfleet Oysters have a centuries old reputation of having superior flavor. They are the
Quintessential American Oyster.
S.P.A.T. was already on a road to promote the Wellfleet brand and the harvesters who make this
brand special: independent harvesters and small family farms.
The shellfishing industry saw a catastrophic drop in sales due to the pandemic so S.P.A.T. established
the Wellfleet Shellfish Harvester Relief Program to support families struggling in these
unprecedented times.
With markets still operating at reduced capacity and because our shellfish community won’t be able to
make the sales they have come to rely on at the ‘Fest, it is now more crucial than ever to differentiate
our brand from other growing regions and cultivate a national audience for our artisanal shellfish.
A robust social media campaign will attract viewers and get the Wellfleet brand talked about and loved
even more than it is.
This virtual ‘Fest is our chance to bump the awareness. We believe the All Star Shuck Off is
the event to do it and we need your help!

Who, When and Where
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The All Star Shuck-Off will be filmed on at the beautiful WHAT Theater in Wellfleet, MA
The event will be professionally filmed and feature celebrity chefs: Ming Tsai, Jamie
Bissonette and Elle Simone Scott and a musical guest G.Love.
The event will be streamed on YouTube and stitched together with beautifully filmed videos
of Wellfleet’s growing region, its shellfishing history and mini-spots highlighting supporting
partners.
The final production will permanently reside on S.P.A.T.’s YouTube channel and website.
A series of Learn to Shuck Workshop will be held on Zoom.
An Online Auction will feature the best that Wellfleet and its partners have to offer.
Text-to-donate platform will allow viewers to make donations easily
Proceeds from the event will support S.P.A.T. and its mission to preserve, protect and
promote Wellfleet’s historic shellfishing industry.

The Opportunity
The Wellfleet OysterFest Virtual All Star Shuck Off provides a unique opportunity to market your
brand to a highly filtered group of influencers and consumers active in Cape Cod and New England’s
vibrant cultural scene — food, art, and music. Core attendees are 60 and under and include young
families, upper income second homeowners and highly educated seasonal visitors and residents.
Because of Wellfleet, MA reputation for exceptional shellfish and high end art galleries, the event attracts
food enthusiasts and art appreciators. The Wellfleet OysterFest has grown in popularity and become a
destination event with valuable brand building power for associated products and services. It’s loyal and
engaged followers are hungry for high impact activations and cause related events. The cumulative
impact of the event across Wellfleet OysterFest, S.P.A.T. and partnering brands makes this an event to
be a part of!

Partnership and Branding
SPAT is looking for partners to help promote the event through their own social channels,
to offer complimentary events to celebrate the iconic Wellfleet Oyster or to provide cash
and in-kind support for this one of a kind event! In exchange, you could receive:
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An opportunity for :15 second promotion spot during the production (no exact length
requirements).
Corporate logo included on title cards
Shout-out during presentation from celebrity host
Logo and link on Wellfleet S.P.A.T. website
Corporate message included in social media campaign
Inclusion in press releases

To partner or for more information contact:
Michele Insley, S.P.A.T. Executive Director
michele@wellfleetspat.org
508.360.7227

